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SCIENCE - GRADE 8 
 
Name: ______________________________________ Date: ____________________ 
 
Grade: ______________________________________ Section: ___________________ 
 
 
 

Quarter:  2  Week: 7 SSLM No. ____ MELC(s): Compare and contrast comets, 
meteors and asteroids (S8ES-IIg-22) 

� Objectives: At the end of the lesson, the learners are expected to: 

1. Describe the characteristics of asteroids, comets, and meteors; and 
2. Discuss the origin of asteroid, comets and meteor based on their location 

in the solar system. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

This part provides a brief discussion of the concept or the competency to be 
achieved and mastered by the learners. Different springboards or sample exercises 
may also be provided. Discussions and activities shall be done in friendly and 
interactive manner.   

An asteroid is a small rocky object that 

revolves around the Sun. It is smaller than a planet, 

but larger than we call meteoroids. Most asteroids are 

found in the asteroid belt, a region between Mars and 

Jupiter. Asteroid are classified into two main classes 

such as main belt asteroids which refers to a cluster 

of asteroids located in the "missing planet" gap 

between Mars and Jupiter, and the other one class is 

the near-earth asteroids. 

 

 

 

Let Us Discover 
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Classification of asteroid in the solar system 

Ø C-type 
These are carbonaceous asteroid and are grayish in color. It is the most 

common among asteroid. About 75% of these asteroids are found in the asteroid 
belt. 
Ø S-type 

These are silicacious asteroid which are made up of iron and magnesium 
silicate making them greenish to reddish in color. There are about 17% of these 
types dominating the inner asteroid belt. 
Ø M-type 

These are metallic asteroids which are rich in metallic substances such as 
nickel- iron, giving them reddish in color. They inhabit the middle region of the 
main belt. 

 

Asteroid are classified into 
two main classes such as main 
belt asteroids which refers to a 
cluster of asteroids located in the 
"missing planet" gap between 
Mars and Jupiter, and the other 
one class is the near-earth 
asteroids which are grouped in 
the following categories: 
 

a.  Athens- lie outside the 
asteroid belt, near the orbit of 
Mars including Ceres, Pallas, 
Juno, and Vesta 

b. Apollos- lie near Earth, which 
sometimes crosses Earth’s 
orbit. Some of its examples are Ecarus that has reached the Earth at about 6 million 
kilometers.   

c. Trojans- are known to dwell along Jupiter’s orbital path and lie within the asteroid belt. 

 
ü The first discovered asteroid was named Ceres. It was discovered by an Italian astronomer 

named Giuseppe Piazzi in 1801. 
ü Astronomer William Herschel first coined the word asteroid, which means “star like” in 

1802. 
ü Chicxulub Crater in Mexico has a diameter of approximately 150 kilometers, believed to be 

an impact of an asteroid hitting the Earth. 
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Sometimes, asteroid collides with another asteroid. Small pieces of it break off. 
These small pieces or fragments are called meteoroid. If a meteoroid comes close 
enough to the Earth atmosphere, it is pulled by the Earth’s gravity. It burns, 
vaporizes, and turns into a meteor. 
 
       A meteor is a spark of light in the sky 
caused by a meteoroid that crashes 
towards the Earth’s atmosphere. It is 
commonly known as a “shooting star” or 
“falling star”.  

 
So, when we see and 

wish upon a shooting star, we 
are not actually referring to a star 
but to a meteor. 
Sometimes a meteor is large to 
be completely burned or 
vaporized during its travel 
towards the Earth, its remnant 
falls on the ground. That remnant 
is called a meteorite. 
      
 

Comets are sometimes mistaken as meteor 
because when they move into the Earth, they look like 
shooting stars but these two are not the same. Comets are 
a combination of ices (both water and frozen gases) and 
dust. The word comet comes from the Greek word 
“Kometes” meaning long hair. This is because of how a 
comet’s tail can look like long flowing locks of hair. 

 
They are sometimes called “dirty snowballs” or “icy 

mudballs” when seen from outside the earth’s 
atmosphere.  They are invisible except when they are near 
the Sun. 
 
Comets have several distinct parts such as: 

a. Nucleus - composed mostly of ice and gas with a small amount of dust and other 
solids. 

b. Coma - composed of a dense cloud of water, carbon dioxide and other neutral gases 
sublimed from the nucleus. 

c. Hydrogen cloud - A huge but very sparse envelope of neutral hydrogen 
d. Dust tail - composed of smoke-sized dust particles driven off the nucleus by 

escaping gases. This is the most prominent part of a comet to the unaided eye. 
e. Ion tail - composed of plasma and laced with rays and streamers caused by 

interactions with the solar wind. 
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Parts of a Comet 
 

Comets originate from the Kuiper belt 
and the Oort Cloud. These areas are located 
very far away from the Sun. It is believed that 
comets visible from Earth are most likely 
coming from the Kuiper belt which is near 
Pluto. On the other hand, the Oort cloud is so 
far away we that no one have ever seen it. 
 

When the tail of a comet enters the 
Earth’s atmosphere when it passes thru the 
orbit of the Earth, a meteor shower occurs. 
Meteor shower looks like a rain of shooting 
stars. That’s one of the reasons, why a comet 
is mistaken as meteor. 
 

ü The most famous comet of all 
time is Halley’s Comet. Halley 
is a periodic comet and is 
visible from Earth every 76 
years and has been for 
centuries. It made its last 
appearance in 1986. 
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TRUE OR FALSE:If you think that the statement is correct, write TRUE and if you think that 
the statement is incorrect, write FALSE.  
 
__________ 1. A meteor is a flash of light that we see in the night sky caused by the  
friction of a meteoroid passing through the atmosphere. 
__________ 2. Nucleus is the solid rocky part of a comet. 
__________ 3. When a falling rock from the outer space hit the surface of the earth,  
it is called comet.  
__________ 4. A deep hole created by the impact of an asteroid in the surface of the  
earth is what we call crater. 
__________ 5. Meteor shower occurs every end of the month. 
   
__________ 6. One common feature among asteroids, comets and meteors is that  
they are made up of rocks. 
__________ 7. Meteors are bigger compared to Jupiter. 
__________ 8. Comets originate from the Kuiper belt and the Oort Cloud. 
__________ 9. It is impossible for an asteroid to enter the earth’s atmosphere. 
__________ 10. The most famous comet of all time is Halley’s Comet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is a guided/controlled practice. State here the procedure or how the learners do 
this given activity. 
 
Direction: Match the terms in Column A to the terms in Column B. Write the letter of 
the correct answer. 

 Column A        Column B 
______1. It is a smoked-sized dust particle.    a. coma 
______2. It has a dense cloud of water, carbon dioxide and   b.Hydrogen 

cloud other neutral gases.         c. comets 
______3. Combination of both water and frozen gases and dust d. Kuiper belt 
______4. Comets visible from Earth that is near Pluto.   e. Ion tail 
______5. Composed of plasma and laced with rays and   f. Nucleus 
          streamers.        g. dust tail 
______6. Huge but very sparse envelope of neutral hydrogen. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Let Us Try 
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This comprises activity for independent practice to solidify learners’ understanding 
and skills of the concept/competency. State here the procedure or how the learners 
do this given activity. 
 
Multiple Choices: Choose the letter of the best answer. Write the chosen letter on a 
separate sheet of paper. 
Encircle the letter of the correct answer. 
 
1.  Which of the following is not true about meteors? 

A. Some portions are burned up in the atmosphere 
B. They do not reach the ground of the Earth 
C. The scientists can collect so many of it 
D. They come in group 

2.  How do we know if a meteor has made contact with Earth’s atmosphere? 
A. It burns up and becomes a “shooting star” 
B. A species like the dinosaurs die out 
C. We find space rock on the ground 
D. Humans on Earth die 

 
3. What is found in the middle of Mars and Jupiter’s orbit? 

A. Asteroid belt   B. Comets 
C. Meteors   D. Planets 

 
4. What part of the comet forms around a comet's nucleus? This cloud is made 
by solar wind striking the surface of the nucleus, causing a mixture of gas and dust 
to form around it. 
A. Coma  B. Fire  C. Light  D. Ring 
 
5. What type asteroids that is rich in metallic substances such as nickel- iron, 
giving them reddish in color? 
A. C – type B. M – type C. N – type D. S – type 
 

Let Us Do 
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